FIFTH ANNUAL NEW HAMPSHIRE DAY SURPASSES ALL ITS PREDECESSORS

Material Improvements Are Made About Campus

As New Important Projects Are Completed

ALL-CAMPUS RALLY YIELDS SUCCESSFUL FINISH

Development of National Amphitheatre Is Notable Project—When Complete, May Serve As Outdoor Auditorium For All New Hampshire College Students

The fifth annual New Hampshire Day celebration, which was a greater success than any of its predecessors, was held on May 3, 1920, when the students of the University of New Hampshire were presented with a new amphitheatre. The opening ceremonies were held in the evening at nine o'clock in the new building, which was made possible by the generous donation of Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. N. Downes, who gave $5,000 toward its construction.

The ceremony was opened with a prayer by Rev. T. R. Holland, pastor of the First Unitarian Church, who then introduced Mr. N. H. Downes, who gave a brief address on the occasion. The program consisted of aAddresses, a dramatic presentation of "The Man Who Made the Day," and a musical numbers by the chorus of the glee club, which was conducted by Mr. H. F. N. Downes. The program was followed by a dance in the new building.

The keynote to the day was the dedication of the new building, which was designed to meet the needs of the students for a suitable place for outdoor events. The building is situated on the west side of the campus, and is located on the corner of the main street and the new road.

The building is of modern design, and is equipped with all the latest improvements. It is the largest of its kind in the state, and is the only one of its kind in the country.

The college has been in existence for over one hundred years, and has been a leader in the education of young men and women. The college is now one of the largest in the state, and has a enrollment of over six thousand students.

The new building is a fine addition to the campus, and is a fitting tribute to the students of the university.

The closing exercises at the flagpole were held in the evening, and were attended by a large crowd. The exercises were conducted by Mr. E. A. F. Anderson, who was the president of the senior class. The exercises were opened with a prayer by Mr. J. B. Brown, pastor of the First Congregational Church, who then introduced Mr. E. A. F. Anderson, who made a brief address on the occasion. The exercises were followed by a presentation of the glee club, which was conducted by Mr. H. F. N. Downes.
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LIFTERS NOT LEANERS

THETA MINSTRELS

The much current fashion revealing its true self in the much current new-fangled dress worn by the ladies. The much current change in the minds of the much current generation.

THE PESSIMIST SAYS, "IT CAN'T BE DONE,"

The student turned to his friend

"What he really gives is labor. The man who gives labor is not the man who gives a dollar in a lecture hall or a four dollar bill. He gives labor, and the labor that he gives has value, but of this we may be sure—it is by dovetailing the work of the much current generation that the much current generation is set off to advantage.

NO WONDER SKIDDOO, "23, himself, had a part in the much current fashion.
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A De Laval will bring prosperity to your farm

ALUMNI NOTES

RALPH M. SAWYER, ’22, is director of the Sales Department in Chicago, III., for The New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, which he still owns.

ALUMNI CLUB ORGANIZED AT SCHENECTADY

First “GetTogether” Meeting Held April 22

FOURTEEN PRESIDENT

C. A. PAPAY, M. B. in Hotel Field Practice and Leader of the Michigan En­
tertain Social Education

The recent conference for agricultural students at Schenectady, N. Y., was under the direction of the American Association of Agricultural College and High School Teachers. It included the usual discussion of methods of instruction and the use of modern educational appliances. The conference also featured a demonstration of the use of the De Laval Separator, which is gaining wide acceptance in the dairy industry. The Separator is an efficient separator, and it has a lifetime expectation of over 20 years.
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Sooner or later you will use a De Laval
Cream Separator or Milker
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DAY. (Continued from Page One.)

The New Hampshire Day had been planned to include the opening of the new commercial school building at the New Hampshire College. The building was to be dedicated at 10 o'clock, and the guests were expected to commence their tour of inspection of the school at once. The entire program was to be concluded by 3:30 o'clock, when a banquet was to be held at the New Hampshire Hotel.

SPRING 1921

Shoes, Hats, Coats.

SPOTFORD-ALLIS CO.

Reliable One Price Clothiers.

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

(Store Closed Wednesday Afternoon, Clerks' Half Holidays.)

CHILDREN'S DANCING CLASS

Started by Miss Bartlett

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

OUT-OF-TOWN CUSTOMERS

If you cannot call, mail us your orders. We will shop as carefully as though you were in person. Prompt attention given all orders. Good Values in Students' Furnishings.

E. MORRILL FURNITURE CO.

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

A SHORTER HUMANITY

IN THE EAST LESSONS

This course covers many easy lessons which will enable the student, Profes­ sor, to live a longer life, to improve his mental health, and to live his life with 100 per cent. efficiency.

SEND THIS CLIPPING TODAY TO MR. E. L. P. ROCHELLE, 1416 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Without and, by request, every length and, by request, every length.

M. & M. Bakers, Dover, N. H.

MAKERS OF THE BEST FOODS IN THE WORLD.

GET BEHIND A "HONEYDEW"

It's a narrow shape in all the
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LOTROS-FARNHAM COMPANY

ROCHESTER

CLOTHES AND SHOES OF THE BETTER KIND

OUR MOTTO: "Quality and Service."

DUBE'S RESTAURANT

A Complete Line of Soups, Steaks and Chops at all times

Try our noonday and supper "specials"

at only $5.00.

$6.00 MEAL TICKETS $5.00

GEORGE & PHILLIPS

TAILORS AND DECOPTORS.

SPORTING GOODS.

Everything for Baseball, Football and Track.

VISIT OUR REPRESENTATIVE AT THE GYM. EVERY WEDNESDAY.

Keter, W. M., Associate Office Manager.

BEACON'S SHOOS

Patent Leather Shoes, 40 cents for 75 cents. I will take orders until March 25. See the sample at my 22 Price Block.

ROLAND S. COKER

AGENCY FOR CURZER'S TABLES.

Photograph, Amateur Finishing

E. MORRILL FURNITURE CO.

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

COMPLETE $500,000

STRAFFORD NATIONAL BANK

DOVER, N. H.

Safe Deposit Box for Rent. American Bankers Association Travelers' Checks.

Charles for Banker.

STRAFFORD SAVINGS BANK

ASSETS $75,972.85.

Deposits Paived on Internet Monthly.

DOVER, N. H.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

THE HARMONY SHOPPE.

99 Water St.,

Exeter, N. H.

Photographs and Frames, Piano and Player Rolls. Our Hall Credit System is unparallelled. When you call, please try us for records and sheet music. Our prices are lower than the latest lists.

The Church in Durham

EXTENDS A CORDIAL INVITATION TO ALL

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

(3rd at the new baseball field which was built a year ago on the site of the old city park, could be used for playing. A baseball field was laid out on the site, and the bleachers were erected in front of the bleachers, and the infield was laid out and sodded. The diamond is now ready for use, and the entire field has been turned over to the engineers who will begin work on the second strata of the upper strata of the field as soon as the weather will permit. A batting cage was also made for the "gang" that comes to the college to practice their batting.

TRENDS COURTS Laid OUT

Two new courts are laid out for the rear of the rear of the university in the rear of the main building. These courts will be used for tennis and other games.

WASHINGTON THEATER

The Wireless Corporation has opened a new wireless station at Washington, D.C., which is to be used for broadcasting educational and musical programs.

WORKING AT THE APARTHEATRE

HEBSON ACADEMY DEFEATED BY FRESHMEN

1921 Wins Speedy Game of First Season

FERNSAL SEADS IN BOX

At New Hampshire College.
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YOU hear lots about Vitamin C

-Be the element that must be present in Food to make it Body-Building, Energy Producing, Health-Generating—particularly for University students. The reality of its action is well established by national scientific authorities, and you have a friend and ally in VIRGINIA WATER. You can get it from all the fresh, green vegetables—cabbage and for April meals, or vegetables. It is perfectly safe to get from panelled or treated with VIRGINIA WATER. But that HOW-MADE-FLAVOR snack is FATAL.